
“Cat is fed up with her tail

It never does what it should

She now wants a brand new tail

A tail that she can choose...”

Celebrated children’s poet Anushka Ravishankar’s deliciously 
absurd tale of a rather confused cat in search of its tail is brought 
to vivid life by young artists, Tushar and Mayur Vayeda, from the 
Warli community in western India. Silk-screened by hand onto 
handmade paper, Tail Tale features intricate yet playful art. 
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Here is a set of activities, asking children to do a variety of 
tasks. An educator can take them through this list carefully  
and explain what needs to be done.

TEXT 

1. Ask the children to look at the cover of the book carefully. 
Call attention to how the words ‘tail tale’ are written? Does this 
tell us something about the story? Or does it not? 

2. Divide children into groups. Each group has to read out a 
page of text aloud. Let them do this at least twice, until they get 
their timing right. Once they have learned to read on cue, get 
them to put some emotion in their reading. 

3. What kind of story is this? Have they heard other stories like 
this one?

4. The cat in the story wants a new tail — and she looks at the 
tails of various animals. Ask children to list these animals. 

5. Call attention to how the writer has used words. For example, 
get them to make a list of all the words used to describe the tails 
of various animals. Would they describe these tails differently? 

6. Get children to look at the shape of words on the page: is 
there anything special about the way some words or even some 
alphabets are shown?

7. Could the story have ended differently? Using the same set 
of pictures, get children to come up with a different ending.

ART

1. What is special about the illustrations that feature in this book? 
Get each child to come up with at least one thing she or he finds 
interesting about the pictures in the book. 

2. Call attention to the way the natural world is shown: fields, 
trees, rivers, ocean… point to the detailed work that has gone 
into the making of each page. 

3. Now point to how the artists have created a special place for 
animals shown in the book: get children to look closely at each 
intricately drawn space and say a few words about each. 

4. Ask children to look closely at how the animals are drawn: 
for example, the use of dots to convey the cat’s expressions; 
the way the dog is portrayed, in movement; how the mouse’s 
whiskers tell us that this is indeed a mouse and not a rat; at how 
the pig’s curly tail brings the pig alive on the page, and the 
shape of the snake that conveys how it moves. 

5. When Cat wants to choose a new tail, she considers the tails of 
many animals. Get children to look closely at the many animals 
whose backs she observes. Get the children to guess the animal 
from the shape of its tail. 

6 The artists show the tails of the various animals do interesting 
things — from stretching out like a line, to becoming a squiggle. 
Get children to observe how the words on those pages are also 
differently arranged, so as to match the shape of the tails. 
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7. Pictures often tell stories or communicate emotions. Get 
children to notice how the artists have made the cat look 
different on almost every page. In some pages, she looks sad, in 
others anxious, in yet others inquisitive … How have the artists 
managed to show so many emotions? Lead the discussion to 
the point where the children start noticing how by varying the 
shape and size of the dots, the artists communicate emotion. 
Also point to the shape of the cat’s body, and how it is different 
on different pages, in keeping with what the cat does. 

8. Get children to think of the following: Besides the main 
characters in the story, the pictures feature many other creatures 
— are they part of the story or not? If not, why has the artist 
drawn them? If they are part of the story, how do they add to 
our enjoyment of it? 
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MORE TITLES WITH EXPLORE THE BOOK

WHAT IS EXPLORE THE BOOK?

Our free resources and activity sheets help parents and educators 
looking to extend the scope of our books. They contain pointers and 
questions for discussion, as well as suggestions for activities based 
on the ideas, art and narrative in the book.
To find out more, write to hello@tarabooks.com

8 Ways to Draw an Elephant
8 Ways to Draw Fish
8 Ways to Draw Deer
A Village is a Busy Place!
Alphabets are Amazing Animals
An Indian Beach
Captain Coconut and the  
Case of the Missing Bananas
Catch that Crocodile!
Creation
Do!
Drawing from the City
Following my Paint Brush
Gobble You Up!
Hic!
Hope is a Girl Selling Fruit
Knock! Knock!
Mother Steals a Bicycle
One, Two, Tree!

Painting Everything in the World
Sita’s Ramayana
Speaking to an Elephant
Sultana’s Dream
Sun and Moon
The Barber’s Dilemma
The Boy Who Speaks in Numbers
The Enduring Ark
The Great Race
The Mahabharata: A Child’s View
The Patua Pinocchio
This Truck has Got to be Special
To Market! To Market!
Tree Matters
TWINS
Visit the Bhil Carnival
Walking is a Way of Knowing
Water
Where has the Tiger Gone?


